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the waveforms in the left-hand window are presented in
real-time. to edit the waveform, you use the edit tool,
which is displayed as a vertical line which is marked up
with a series of tools. the tool bar includes wavelabs
standard selection tools as well as a variety of cross-
fades, cut-ups, volume adjustments and waveform
reshaping tools. wavelabs waveform editing functions
are remarkably flexible, giving you the ability to
automate the movement of the crossfades, add two or
more waveforms and zoom in on the waveforms to
perform a precise edit. theres also a selection box that
allows you to copy a small portion of a waveform into the
clipboard and paste it elsewhere, allowing you to paste a
waveform into a waveform trim tool. this is useful when
you want to perform edits on a particular section of a
waveform. this is very powerful, as you can hear the
waveform in real-time, and you can trim, chop and move
sections around. the clipboard can be saved as a project,
enabling you to play back the clip and make adjustments
to the waveform as you see fit. simply put, wavelab is a
waveform-trimming application, and theres nothing more
to it than that. when you install the wavenet engine on
wavelab, you are able to export the waveforms in the
right-hand window as an instrument. theres also a
variety of plugins that can be loaded into wavelab,
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including three different waveshapers, a waveshaper and
a reverb plugin, as well as a compressor, delay, eq and
dynamics plugin. wavelabs main mixing features are
essentially identical to those of the waveshaper plugin,
and if youve used waveshaper before, you will be
familiar with wavelab. the waveshaper panel itself has
two modes, one for simple waveform editing and the
other for manipulating the audio signal.
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Steinberg WaveLab 5.01b-H2O

wavelab 5.01b-h2o is the first major update to steinbergs
innovative waveform editor since 2001. the new version
includes a number of enhancements. the principal of the

new update is to allow users to edit and preview
waveforms in ways that are much closer to how they are
edited in the audio editing software. unfortunately these
enhancements have not been welcomed, or even noticed
by a lot of users. the first update of wavelab since 2001,
this is the biggest release in a while. it brings a number
of interesting additions and enhancements to the audio

editor, including a new in-place audio editing
functionality. wavelab also features many enhancements

to the montage editor, including inline editing of audio
clips and ranges, and the ability to mix signals from

multiple tracks and multiple media sources. the 5.01b
version of wavelab is the first major update to the

program since 2001. the new release, a free update for
existing users, brings a number of improvements and

enhancements to the core wave editor, including a newly
developed plug-in for inline editing of audio clips and
ranges, along with inline editing of signal and effects,
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and the ability to mix signals from multiple tracks and
multiple media sources. wavelab 5.01b is the first major
update to steinbergs innovative waveform editor since

2001. the new release includes a number of
enhancements and improvements. wavelab now features

inline editing of waveforms, allowing users to edit
waveforms in ways that are much closer to how they are
edited in the audio editing software. unfortunately these
enhancements have not been well received. 5ec8ef588b
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